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II III sense that the pastoral retreat ',returned' some insights relevant to 
III1I ~ the urban audien~ , 
f[I~1 '4 ~ beyon~~fice of the specific literary form, there is a 
III broaaer use€!:.'pastor~' to refer to an area ofcontemLLn ~his se~e 
I II \ pastoral refers to any lit~acure that describes the country with.....an

1II -t iillplicit or ex l' contrast ~~orexample, the novels 
11111 0 James Herriot about a Non Yorkshire vet could be called 
11\1'\ pastoral because their country setting is a m.!jor P£Esel1ce, in t~e. 
I narratives, A poem about crees in the city could also be called 
IIIII p'asro~,j because it focuses upon nar!'lre in comrast ro the urban 

'[I ff context..A deli. .i.I! the natural. is assu~ecl in~escri~in these[. I texts as pastorals. Here a past?~~L~ally ~~_cla.!~~:LW1t~~~~e
II1I bram;:}: attl_tude towards what it describes, h~~p~r_~~iaOy 
'I I ~bLeak it might appear to?_e. 
II Bm that simp,leceleb~ation of nature comes under, scrutiny in 
I.	 the third use of pastoral. A Greenpeace supporter mIght use the 

term as a criticism of the cree poem if it ignored the presence of 
' pollution or the th reat to urban trees from city developers. H~..!:e 

I! th_ejiffe..en~e between the literary repr~entation ofnature and_the .I .j>...~ 
material ~ea1ity w.ould bcjudged to be .~~toler~~~e~~:..~it.~ria

II of ecologICal co~c~rn. A farm worker mlgIUSay thar a novel was 

~I	 a pastoral if i~ cel~b~ted a lan~scape as tho~gh. no~one ..actuallyII ~ sweated to mamtam It on a low IDcome. In thl.!i gse..rhe.d1ff~~ence 

11'1 between the textual evi~~f.lcC:3~l!_4,lh_~.~o.noII).~c re:l:lliL':Y.o~ld 
. be judged to be too great by the criteria of social~ty. Thi~ is 

I I a sceptical use of the term - j>~to:.~!' as pej~~~~.iye, implying that
III	 '-mep-astoral vision is too simpli6.eaaild thus an idealisation 

of the reality of life in the country. Here, what is 'returned' by 
111 1 retreat is judged to be too comfortably complacent to qualify as 
[III 'insight' in the view of the user of the term 'pastoral' as a pejorative. 

So, it remains for the reader to consider whether a James Herrior 
IIII novel should be characterised as pastoral in having the features of 
(III a literary device, or just generally pasmr-.u in content, or pastoral in 

II1I .1 the critical, dismissive sense. 
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TH~EE KINOS OF PASTORAL 

While this book will clarify each of these uses of pastoral, it
 
will also engage with both the long-standing and the current lively
 
debates around each of these usages. Chapter 2 will trace the
 
origins of the traditional literary form and will define some of
 
the key terms that distinguish different kinds of early pastorals,
 
terms that are often applied to more recent work. Chapters 3
 
and 4 will discuss the common pattern of the pastoral process of
 
retreat and return, and the last tWo chapters will show tWo literary
 
developments, rhe anti-pastoral and the post-pastoral, that con

trast with the traditional pascoral in ways that offer a critique of
 
the convention. Along the way some of the important issues about
 
the pastoral will be discussed, drawing from ,the recent work of
 
British and American critics. For example, does the pastoral still
 
exist in contemporary writing? John Barrell and John Bull, the
 

edit~f_ 7~i!._ Pe'!guin Book ofErl.gl~~tJJF!f!.~az. ~~~~:.~.?~~!4_say I' d_ 

that Herriot's novels cannot ~astorals because, in their view, the 
historlQl[fQmLQrtIi'ep~to~ali;(j~;cI'iln(rh~been-sliicetheiate 
nineteenth century when the distinction betweeii tJiecol.mtry .\
 
anothe ~o/OOTI~psed: 'The sep-~!:.t!jo-n-Of ~~f~~.!..'.!.!~~_t()~~ and"in
 
the country that the Pastoralde-m.~I1~~iS..D.9~~J:!l,~-s.sA~?i~ .
.ofany 
meanin-g.-rt··isdi'ftrciilt" to' pretend that the English countryside 

-'~-a~ything more than an extension of the town' (Barrell and 
Bull 1974: 432), Can there really be no tWentieth-century 
continuations of the pastoral form? Must the landscape of the 
Yorkshire Dales now be described as an extension of the town on 
the grounds, perhaps, that so many town dwellers now own houses 
there? Are the shepherds of the Dales engaged in an activity that 
is in any sense 'an extension of the town'? Is it impossible, then, to 
even consider any contemporary novels such as Herriot's as 
pastorals? Could one not argue that the whale and the dolphin 
have replaced the traditional sheep for a contemporary green poet 
like Heathcote Williams in Whale Nation (I988), his lavishly 
illUStrated fong poem, and in Fallingfor a Dolphin (I 988), the long 
poem which followed it? These are questions to which we will 
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rerum, but the point to note here is thar Barrell and Bull are using 
the term strictly in the prima-f}' sense of the traditional literary 
device. 

On the other hand, the editor of the Macmillan Casebook 
on The Pastoral Mode has to admit that, far from being a dead 
form, there are now so many varieties of pastoral that it has to be 
regarded as 'a contested term' (Loughrey 1984: 8). Brian Loughrey 

) complains that there is an 'almost bewildering variety of works' to 
~hich modern critics attribute the term, ranging from anything 
fural, to any form of retreat, to any form ofsimplification Of ideal
isation. In this second, more general, sense we can, for example, 
read in the work of certain critics about 'Freudian pastoral' 
(Lawrence Lerner), 'the pastoral of childhood' (Peter Marinelli), 
'revolutionary pastoralisms ... like the lesbian-ecofeminist vision 
of Susan Griffin' (Lawrence Bud!), even 'proletarian pastoral' 
(William Empson) or 'urban pastoral' (Marsl1alJ Berman) where 
no sheep are in sight for miles. 

Lawrence Buell, rhe American critic, has pointed out that 
'pastoralism is a species of cultural equipment that westetn 
thought has for more than two millennia been unable to do 
without' (Buell 1995; 32). His term 'pastoralisnl' is used in the 

I second, more general, sense, ofwriting 'that celebrates the ethos of 
: nature / rural i ty over against the ethos of the town or city' rather Ithan 'the specific set of obsolescent conventions' of the original 
literary form (Budl 1989: 23). If Barrell and Bull are rigbt (and 
Buell seems to be agreeing with them here) there is, nevertheless, 
a strong sense that the environmental movement is producing a 
revival of interest in the writing of new pastOJTalliterature in this 
general sense. Budl endorses Leo Marx's prcdiction that the 
'Wholly new conception ofthe precariousness ofour relations with 
nature is bound ro bring forth new versions of pastoral' (Buell 
1995: 51). This will be the focus of Chapter 6, where the best 
new writing about nature will be seen to actually be an extension 
of earlier writing that can be debned as having gonc bcyond the 
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traditional conventions of the pastoral and che anti-pastoral in an 
alternative 'post-pastoral' vision. I_~_~_~--' 

But the development of what Jonathan Bate ailed 'literary 
ecocriticism' in his influential boo omantic EcolOgy (l991) has 
also led to the rereading, through modern ecological perspectives, 
of earlier literature, such as the pastOral, that engaged with 
our relationship with the natural environment. Ecocriticism is 
concerned nor o~ly with the attitude to nature expressed by the 
author of a text, but also with its patterns of interrelatedness, both 
between the human and the non-human, and between the differ
ent parts of the non-human world. A major contribution to this 
development has been the growth ofecofeminist theory, especially 
in the USA. Ecofeminist criticism has drawn attention to the 
gendered nature of the hisrory of our species' 'conquest', coorrol 
and exploitation ofthe environment by pointing our that it is the 
same mind-set that dominated both the environment and women. 
Indeed, Carolyn Merchant's early work showed that nature and 
woman have been regarded as interchangeable by scientific 
thought. since the Renaissance. So the more recent development of 
criticism that has an awareness of our current environmental crisis 
and its gendered origins will pose new questions for our definitions 
of pastoral. American ecofeminist poets and novelists, such as 
Adrienne Rich and Ursula Le Guin, have alteady been writing 
new kinds of pastoral that might be defined as such in the primary 
sense of developing t.he literary device of retreat and return. 

The third, pejorative usage of pastoral has led to conremporary 
writers, in Britain at least, being reluctant to acknowledge that' 
tbey arc writing in this form at all. There was no such problem in 
the past since writers expected the reader to accept that certain 
conventions were at work if the text was declared to be a pastoral 
from the start~ 1800 Wordsworth published the poem 'Michael', 
whi,ch he subtitled 'A Pastoral P;;;' in order to bring a number of 
assumptions into the mind of the read.i8In hct, he then went on 
to challenge SOUle of the most fundamental pastoral conventions. 
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ill.At count 
,I 'reflection' on ast countr lite mwhiCh old settled ues arel 'JtS.QJ.~ the text; and that al this fun ions as a sim lified 're

\	 consrr ·on' of what is, in Ct more com . lex realiD'.1'he 
political purpose 0 pastorn] for Sales i.s ~Jighdy mOre insidious 
rhan John Lucas implies when he: refers co English pastoral's 
'deeply conservative ambition' (Lucas 1990: 118). Sales argues that 
rhe literary form came to be used to prcvem rbe questioning of rhe 
power structures dUll underpinned Jand ownership and, indeed, 
the complete fabric of sockcy. 

When such a view is brought to bear upon 'Michael' one begins 
to see mat the text does still function as an ideal,isation, and 
although Wordsworth has introduced new evidence and IH.:W 

criteria for evaluating the life of this shepherd, the writer's role is 
mat of privileged observer who reports from his retreat in the 
mountains that all is bettcr than well for -country workers there. 
One nodces that the text also contains the language of persuasion 
in details such as those 'dumb animals, whom he had saved' and 
one wonders if, in such a w3rchful mind, 'blind love' for fields 
and hills is quite so sensible. Indeed, the problem of language is 
one that is central co the accusation of idealisation: how to 
q:kb.Qtte ~ithout distonion? Wordsworth attempts in rh;Ph~e 
'blind love' to convey the instinctive harmony chat the shepherd 
has achieved with the non-human world he inhabits. This is the 
stace pursued by contemporary green poets who sltek an image 
that counterS human alienation from the earth upon which we 
depend. Tht: prohlem is to find a language that can cOllvey an 
instinctive unity that is at once both prinr to language and 

-.1 

,expressed by a bnguage that is distinctively hl!man. This .might be 
seen as the attempt to reconcile, as all pastoral' writers must, David 
Abram's demand thac we reconnect with nature through OUT 

sensuous apprehension of it and Gary SJiyder's suggestion. that 
language is our narural mode of readjustment. 'Blind love' catches 
David Abram's parr of the human whilst losing the resources of the 
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mind that the wri.rer has been rescuing for the shepherd. 'Michael' 
can be seen, then, in Sales's terms, as .refuge and reconstruction 
which rescueS rural values of an unexpected kind. Word~'Worrh's 
great autobiographical poem The Prelude reveals that 'Michael' js 
also a requiem for the poet's childhood, which is reflected upon in 
The Prelurie as Oil\: in which the YOllng poet himself began to learn 
those kssons from nature of which 'M·ithacl' is a mature example. 

Roger sa~es's·f p<l.stor::J.1 derives from the pioneering analysis . 
of Rayman illia in The Country lind the City. Williams asked 
questions abo econtt:Xt .in which pastoral was written and 
read. By looking backwards to the only-juse-vanished location of 
many El~gljsh pastorals, Williams disc~d that this was, in ta(;t, 
a recurri ng motif and thar- ca~ ~ly- jU-it-vanished period had it! 
pastoral values located in an idyllic recent past when things were 
~ess problematic than in thep-;'e_s~l1t. As he said of the period of 
lh~ eficlosureS,"lor example, 'an ordered and happier past [is] set 
against the disturbance and disorder of the present. An ideal
isation, based on a temporary situation and on a deep desire for 
stability, served to evade the actual and bitter contradictions of the 
time' (Williams 1975: 60). For Williams this was an exploitation 
of the material attractiveness of the rural in order to cover the 
actual exploitation of the people who lived and worked in the rural 
landscape. His complainr wa..s that this distortion had become 
fixed as an 'allegory' so firmly that in 1973 he could write that 'the 
ordinary modern meaning of pastoral, in the critical discourse of 
otherwise rwenrieth-cclltury writers ... means, we. arc told, the 
simple nutter in which general uuths are embodied or implied' 

(Williams 1975: 32). ~ 
This seems to be a reference to Wil1ia~~famous 

definition of pastoral as the 'process of purring the complex imo 
~e simple' (Empson 1935: 23). For Empson this could indude:. 
such lInrural texts as Alice in Wonderland and The Beggar's Opera as 
versions of pastoral becallse apparently simple ilnd unsophisticated 
characters or low social smeus arC the vehicle for the wtit~r's 
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exploration of complex, ide;l.~about society. Empson arrived at this 
.analysIs'by observing that 'the essenfial "frick of the old pastoral, 
which was fdt to imply a beautifu~ relationship between rich and 
poor, was to make simple people express sHong feelings (fclt as the 
most universal subject, something fundamentally (me about 
everybody) in learned and fashionable language' (Empson 1935: 
11). But Williams could also be making a reference to the book on 
pastoral in the first series of 'The Critical Idiom' written by Peter 
V. Marinelli which develops Empson's notion that a change of 
location, ro the forest of Arden, say, only serves to focus on the 
problems that have apparently been left behind. For Marinelli 'the 
pastoral is not by the widest stretch of the imagination an escapiSt 
literature in the vulgar sense' (Marillelli 1971: 11) because 'a note 
of criticism is inherent in all PS the beginning of its 
existence' (Marinelli 1971: 12). eo Ma dmits that this is not 
true of all pastoral' and he seeks to . '. guish between two kinds 
of pastoral, between what he calls 'the complex and sentimental 
kinds of pastOralism' (Marx 1964: 25), or 'the pastoral of senti
ment and the pastoral of mind' (Marx 1964: 32). Against the 
popular 'illusion of peace and harmony in the green pasture' that 
is produced by 'the simple, affirmative attitude we adopt toward 
pleasing rural scenery' (Marx 1964·; 25), Marx posits a vision of 
a pastoral ideal that requires 'an effort: of mind and spirit' (Marx 
1964: 70) to achieve. His 's~!}.r~~~f!T3LP~.lll~' is precisely the 
escapist, simplistic kind attachd'bYth~p~;:;rati~e use of the term. 
His notion ofsom8b(ty includes the fact that in the best texts of 
this kind - Shakespeare's The umpest is his example - 'the pastoral 
design, as always, circumscribes the pasroral ideal' (Marx 1964: 
72). There i~.J!1iJ.l3uy' what M~!x calls 'a_~o~n..terfo.fce' undercutting 
the idyll. The necessity of a ret~;:i~ other ;~~~:f;;;-in the- pastoral 
sksign, ah".ays ·)Qds...to...a...qualification '~ftile-idYllic retreat: This 
is dose to Paul Alpers's view that, to the extent that 'shepherds are 
representative of men' (Alpers 1982: 460), what the pastoral 
delivers at its best is ultimately an implicit realism. 
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Marx's book The Machine in The Garden is subtitled Technology 
and The PastoraL IdeaL in America and it explores what he calls 

"':_~ ... post-Romantic industrial forms of pastoral. Annabd M. 
~c:p.¥would r~ard both Marx and W~lli~~s as simply defin

ing tUs: pastoral as historiCally located ideol~, She has shown how 
each age reinterprets the~pastoral in terms of the commentator's 
ideological values. ~ the pastoral can be a mode of political 
critique of present society. or it can be a dramatic form of un
resolved dialogue about the tensions in that society, or it can 
be a retreat from pelitic!> into an apparently aesthetic landscape 
that is devoid of conflict and tensi~ It is this very versatility f\ 
of the pastoC"al to both contain and appear to evade tensions and 
contradictions - between tcJuntrx and ci~art and nature,) the 
~ and: the non-fiuma§, our social and our inner selves, our
 
masculine and our feminine selves - that made the form so durable
 
and so fascinating. ~wrence Buell calls this 'pastoral's multiple
 
fr~~'. He argues that a careful reading of pastoral in its cultural
 
frame reveals that 'American pastoral cannot be pinned to a single
 
ideological positioll. Even at its most culpable - the moment
 
of wilful retreat from social and political responsibility - it may
 
be more strategised than mystified' (Buell 1995: 44). His interest
 
is in its 'capacity to assume oppositional forms' within apparently
 
conventional popular 'sLeepy safe' visions of America. 'So American
 
pastoral has simuluneously been counterinstitutional and institu
tionally sponsored' (Buell 1995: 50). lbere is in American criticism 
ofAmerican pastoral a desire to find in images of the simple life a 
dual function that is bot'll oppositional and hegemonic. 'American 
texts', says Buell, 'are particularly susceptible to this because 
of the ease with which dissent can get co-opted as an aspect of 
consensus.' The results of this in critical practice can be drama
tically aerobic and tend to render any kind of judgement as in 
danger of missing the point. Although he is rightly dismissive of 
SOme of the contemporary environmental apocalyptic books such 
as the American futuristic writer Ernest Callenbach's famous novel 
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Ecotopia (1975) as <forgettable' and 'ephemeral' in quality (Buell 
1989: 20), Buell can find this duality tin any apparently simplistic 
passages of Thoreau. by a means in which the subtlety of the 
criticism seems to brilliantly exceed that of the text. 

So, with an awareness that there may be different traditions of 
pastoral, as of pastoral criticism, in the USA) I shall be drawing 
from both European and US traditions in the texts chosen for 
discussion here. There are) ofcourse, ocher post-colonial criciques 
of pastoral co be made in the literatures that have come under 
European influence. Buell has discussed some aspects of the 
pastoral in 'the first African-English novd to be acclaimed a world 
classic' (Buell 1989: 22), Chinua Achebe's Thing; Fall Apart 
(1958), for example. The poetry of the contemporary Australian 
poet John Kinsella. who writes what he has called an 'anti-pastoral' 
poetry (Poems 1980-1994,1998) deserves examination in relation 
to feHow Australians Les Murray and Judith Wright whose poetry 
is rooted in the Australian landscape and draws UP0l] Aboriginal 
myths embedded in it. But this is an indication of how much more 
room there is for extending discussion of the pastoral. Pastorals 
demand alen readings that are capable of making cri~ical judge
ments about their inner tensions, their contextual functions, their 
multiple levels of contradictions. They are borderland spaces of 
activity which can be seen through a number of frames. This is 
the challenge and excitement that they open up co the reader 
at a time when a critique of literature that offers constructions 
of the relationship we might have with and within our natural 
environment was never more urgent. The traditional pastora] 
construction of that relationship in pascoralliterature is contained 
in the notion ofArcadia. 

2
 
CONSTRUCTIONS
 

OF ARCAO·IA
 

In the course of writing this book I had an invitation to observe 
real pastoralism in practice by visiting the shepherds of a village 
in the mountaim of Crete. During the late 1970s an American 
ethnographer, Michael Herzfeld, had studied the society of this 
village, which he called 'Glendiot', resulting in his book The Poetics 
ofManhood: Contest and Identity in a Cretan Mountain Village 
(Herzfeld 1985). He had found that these Cretans believed that 
they were living a way of life that had a continuity with that of 
shepherds in ancient Greece. 'They do talk of the birth ofZeus on 
Moune Ida as though it were historical fact,' wrote the ethnog
rapher (Herzfeld 1985: 35). My single visit focused upon the 
notion of Arcadia. My conversations with the current ethnog
rapher and with two young shepherds from the village raised 
some questions about how an idealised, literary notion ofplace can 
be used about a real place to express tl1ese shepherds' idealisation of 
their way of life. Was 'GJendiot' Arcadia? When I returned from 
my visit I wrote what follows in my journal. I offer it as a preface 
to this chapter. 
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However, the poem begins conventionally enough in both content 
and attitude: 

UPOTl the forest-side in Gra"smere Vale
 

There dwelt a Shepherd, Michael was his Tlame;
 

An old man, stout of heart, and strong of limb. 

His bodily frame had been from youth to age 

Of an unusual strength; his mind was keen, 

Intense, and frugal, apt for all affairs, 

And in his shepherd's calling he was prompt 

And watchful more than ordinary moen. 

This shepherd appears W be idealrised by the writer in 'unusual 
strength' and the skill of his craft. But already there is an 
unexpected attention ro his mind, which at two points is implied 
to be ofa broader cast than might be assumed by an urban reader. 
He is not only 'watchful mOre than ordinarY' men' - and perhaps, 
the separate line implies, in matters beyond his work - but he has 
developed a mind that is 'apt for all affairs', definitely including 
those beyond his calling. Wordsworth's shepherd has a maturity, 
integrity and dignity that is both produced by his work and 
extends beyond it. The afl1ront (0 sophisticated readers ofpoetry in 
1800 can be imagined. Bu.,!: Wordsworth goes further in attacking 
the atronisin sim lification of a common pastoral convc:nr;m 
of tbe T!I!jl! worker as bucolic down. e addresses the r~er 
indirectly: 

f( 
And grossly that man errs, who should suppose fJ '" 

1"/ .1That the green valleys, and the streams and rocks. ~r"'i,A'
 
Were things indifferent 10 the ~hepherd's thoughts. ~~t<.
 
Fields, where with cheerful spirits he had breathed ~
 

The common air; hills, which with vigorous step 

He had so often climbed; which had impressed
 

So many incidents upon his mind
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Of hardship, skill or courage. joy or fear;
 

Which like a book, preserved the memory
 

Of the dumb animals. whom he had saved,
 

Had fed or sheltered, linking to such acts
 

The certainty ofhonourable gain;
 

Those fields, those hills - what could they less? had laid
 

Strong hold on his affections, were to him
 

A pleasurable feeling of blind love,
 

The pleasure which there is in life itself.
 

Characteristically, Wordsworth forces the reader to acknowledge 
that fear is also present in the joy of this man's life, that experiences 
of hardship qualify the advantages of the beauty of his 
environment, but most importantly, that by learning to live with it 
interactively this lowly worker has achieved the 'honourable gain' 
of moral responsibility and a fulfilled vitali'1-as a human being 
that connects him with the life-force itself. §2. Wordsworth has 
used the pastoral mode to subvert conveotional assumptions about 
the shepherd by making a realistic and broader portrait ofan actual 
p~[lion in an actu~Jvillag~Butis this all that can be said about this 
poem? What questions might we ask about the writer's role in 
relation to his subject and his readership? 

The pastoral convention ha.~ come under attack in recent 
years as critics have examined the frames within which the writer is 
presenting a pastoral view of the world. The most serious accu
sation is the suggestion that pastoral in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries created a false ideology that served to endorse 
a comfortable status quo for the landowning class who had been 
the reading public before the nineteenth century. Perhaps the most 
comprehensive and succinct attac 0 t' . is contained in the 
political definition of pastoral b Ro er Sales, hich is summed 
up in his statement tbat pastoral represents tbe five Rs': 'refuge, 
reflection, rescue, requiem, and reconstruction' (Sales 1983: 17). 
His view is that pastoral is essentially escapist in seeking refuge 


